
Stageman AC50 is designed to accurately reproduce the natural

sound of your acoustic guitar and vocals. The front control panel has

two identical channels and both are optimized for microphones and

acoustic guitar inputs respectively. The dual-input channels of NUX

Stageman acoustic guitar amplifier provide you more options for small

gigs or studio recording. Stageman’s chorus and reverb effects can be

used individually for both of the channels. Instrument channel chorus

is a tasty vintage chorus with a smooth vibration and reverb effect is a

plate reverb with two styles which you can dial low-level short-decay

reverb effect between 1-5 and high-level short-decay reverb effect

between 5-10 parameters. Mic channel chorus is also a vintage

chorus but with less-vibration while reverb effect is one of the best

built-in hall reverb you could ever desire. It has very clean reflections

which you can feel the architecture of a well-designed concert hall.

Stageman has flexible outputs for both stage and recording

applications and designed for your interfacing needs. XLR DI output

and Line output jack can be used as an analog audio-out for recording

or sending to a monitor. Send/Return FX Loop inputs can be

connected with any of your essential effect gear to improve your

customized sound. Stageman comes with custom speakers to pursue

the perfect sounding we’ve been searching for. And we succeed by

teaming up two refined speakers (one 1 inch tweeter and one 6.5 inch

woofer) into Stageman’s cabinet. Equipped with 2-way high sensitive speaker system (1 x 6.5" woofers, 1 x 1" tweeter) delivers great

dynamic sounds. Special design cabinet has well-calculated angle and provides excellent live sound monitoring. Stageman EQ’s and

effects offer wide range of dynamic controls and 2-way high-sensitive speakers providing studio quality sound to get the most

versatility and to dial in the right tone for your music? Both the Stageman app and Bluetooth control pedal are custom-made for

Stageman for wireless controls. They’re also the keys to unlock the hidden features of Stageman: 20 groups of well-selected drum

machine, 40s Loop station with unlimited overdubs and more.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

50W RMS of purest acoustic tone

Reproduces the natural sound of your acoustic guitar and vocals

Channel 1 designed for guitar with tailored vintage chorus and plate reverb (jack input)

Channel 2 designed for vocals with tailored vintage chorus and hall reverb (combo input)

XLR DI output and Line output jack can be used as an analog audio-out for recording or sending to a monitor

Send/Return FX Loop inputs can be connected with any of your essential effect gear to improve your customized sound

Equipped with 2-way high sensitive speaker system (1 x 6.5" woofers, 1 x 1" tweeter) delivering great dynamic sounds

Special design cabinet has well-calculated angle and provides excellent live sound monitoring

3 band EQ and Phase switch independent for each channels

Custom-made Stageman app and Bluetooth control pedal unlock the hidden features (20 groups of well-selected drum machine,

Loop station with unlimited overdubs and more)

Bluetooth control pedal sold separately (optional)

Stageman App to control effects and Jam function (Free to download for iOS and Android)

SPECIFICATIONS

50 watt RMS

1 x 6.5 inch Woofer, 1 x 1 inch Tweeter

XLR DI OUT, Line OUT

3.5mm (1/8) Aux-in
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FX Loop (Send/Return)
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